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than the Belgians but only in flashes, and Miss Pooley, whose
style was much more deliberate, seemed to listen first with
incredulous perplexity and then with an ill-concealed delight.
She would manoeuvre, Edward Albert noted, to sit within
earshot of Evangeline.
Evangeline's rival, Miss Blame, was a blonde young woman,
a fluffy bleached blonde, soft-spoken and almost inarticulate,
but with extremely significant, desirous eyes. She listened and
looked at Edward Albert. She had a way of putting her hands
on him, on his shoulders, even on his hands on the chair arm,
and they were extremely soft hands. She would whisper, a
warm zephyr against his cheek, She drew him out. She asked
what his ambitions were.
" Jerst to go on looking at you,*' said Edward Albert gallantly.
" But tell me about yourself. What do you think of Miss
Birkenhead ? She's awfully clever, don't you think ?
" Clever is as clever does," said Edward Albert darkly.
" You're a bit in love with her ? "
" 'Ow could I be ? "
Interrogative purr.
" Cos IJm devoted" said the wicked flirt, and refrained from
clinching matters by crooning, " to yew ".
And when Evangeline taxed him with sitting about with that
Blame girl and asked what he could possibly find to talk about
with her, " I jest don't notice where I sit, when you're about,"
said Young Artfulness. " I jest don't. And as for talking !
Well, I ask you."
Great fun ! A safe game, and a harmless one, it seemed to
him, not realising how vulnerable he was presently to become.
Yet the thought of marriage was already in his mind as he
returned from Edinburgh in that luxurious first-class carriage,
to London. He realised now that a way was opening to
alleviate the fears and desires that were devastating his mind.
He would look round and find a nice little wife. A thrill
of anticipation followed the thought. You couldn't be too
careful, of course. A nice, healthy, simple, pure-minded
girl. There were endless girls you wouldn't dream of marrying,
designing hussies, hot stuff you couldn't trust round the corner.

